
As Witches, we tend to do a large amount of their work

with the cycles of the moon - so it makes total sense to

have a dedicated space for moon work right?! 

Have you ever thought that your garden might just be

that perfect space? A space where you have all the

elements to hand - naturally. 

Where you have beautiful flowers that honour the moon,

and potent fragrances wafting around bringing in extra

power and putting you in the mood for magic.

But, the best thing about creating a Moon Garden is that,

by working outside, Mother Moon will be watching over

you as you work. 

Shining her light on you and filling you with her

wonderful energy!

Lets take a look at some of the elements of a Moon

Garden that you might like to include...
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Location

Obviously, the best location for your Moon Garden is one

in which the light of the moon can shine on you as you

work! 

Start to wander around your garden in the evenings and

note the areas from which you can regularly see the

moon. As the moon tends to follow the path of the sun,

you can also get an idea of possible areas by observing

which parts of your garden fall into sun and shade. Any

sunny area of your garden may also be a good choice for

your moon garden. 

You can go deeper and think about the time of night that

you would like to use the garden. For example, the moon

always rises towards the east and is often seen in this

part of the sky during the earlier hours of the evening.

Therefore for early evening work, you need to create an

area that is open to the eastern sky. Anywhere that the

early morning sun shines will be best for evening work. 
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These suggestions for locating moon positions are

obviously very much generalised. We all know that the

moon rises and sets at differing times during the year,  it

even appears during the day at some points! So unless

you have a huge, open garden it may be almost impossible

to find a spot that gets moonlight at every point of the

year.  

If you do want to be super accurate in finding your

location, you could work  with an almanac that describes

moon rise and set times and the part of the sky it will

appear in.  Or, you can take a full year to observe the

seasonal patterns of the moon in relation to your space.
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Shapes

Circles, spirals, crescents and pentagrams are all shapes

that relate to magical working. They can be introduced to

your garden in lawn or flower bed shapes. Or they can be

subtly marked out with stones, pot plants or even

crystals! 

A traditional witchy working space would be created

inside a 9 foot (2.75m) circle. A nice modern twist on this

is to add crescents at the sides of the circle to form a

triple moon/Goddess shaped garden space. 

A quick Pinterest search brings up loads of creative ideas

for moon and magical garden layouts! Just imagine the

power of a spiral labyrinthe marked out in crystals that

you could wander in contemplation! Or a comfy seat

placed in the right crescent area of a triple goddess

layout. This would be a perfect area for resting and

connecting to Crone.
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Early season: White flowering bulbs such as Tulips,

*Daffodils, Crocus and *Hyacinth; *Lily-of-the-Valley and

Bleeding Hearts.

Mid season: *Alyssum, Foxglove, *Lily, Hydrangea, *Peony,

*Rose, *Honeysuckle, *Jasmine and *Angels Trumpets.

Late season: *Phlox, *Clematis, Dahlias and Asters.

(*Scented varieties available)

Plants

White, cream and yellow flowers not only represent the moon

with their colour, they also appear to glow under moonlight. 

White flowers are often night scented and therefore add the

powers of aromatherapy to your work. 

Silver leaved or variegated shrubs and perennials also work well

by providing a longer lasting burst of colour in the garden. 

Some examples of great Moon Garden flowers are:
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A stepping stone or gate at the entrance. This creates a

threshold - a point at which, when stepping over, your mind

will automatically shift into magical mode. 

In the North - A stone altar, Goddess/God statues or green

plants. Represents the element of Earth.

In the East - Wind chimes, tall grasses or yellow plants.

Represents the element of Air.

In the South - Candles in jars, torches, outdoor lighting or red

plants. Represents the element of  Fire.

In the West - A fountain, bird bath or blue plants. Represents

the element of  Water.

Decorative Elements

The most wonderful decorative elements you can add to a Moon

Garden are mirrors and water, as both will  reflect the moonlight.

A pool of water can also be used for scrying.

You could also add:
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However you decide to design your Lunar Garden, as you

begin to create it ask the Goddess, God, and of course

Mother Moon to give their blessing to your space. Let

them know that you are dedicating this space to them. 

Ask for their guidance in creating your sacred space and

be open to the wonderful ideas that will pop into your

head! 

A lovely way to celebrate the completion of your new

Moon Garden is to hold a ceremony to dedicate your new

space to your work!

And remember... 

Every time you tend to your Moon Garden you will be

repaying the energy that you have received, so don't

forget to say thank you!
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Stand or sit, barefoot, in your Moon Garden. 

Feel roots growing from your body, 

down into the ground, connecting you to the

earth. 

Gaze up at the moon and feel her light shine

down on you. 

Feel it flowing from the sky, through you, to

the earth below. 

You are now one with the sky, the moon and

the earth. 

Take as long as you need to soak up the energy

and wisdom that now flows through you.
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Sit quietly with the moon in sight.

Gaze up at her and feel her beautiful

waning light, and energy, flow over your

body. 

Tell her everything you wish to release

from your life. 

Ask, that as her light fades, 

so do your problems.

waning Moon 
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